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On the Parametrization of Quasiconformal Mappings

with Invariant Boundary Points in an Annulus
Julian Lawrynowicz (Lôdz)
Introduction

In two récent papers

[5, 6] Reich and Strebel hâve considérée the class of Qquasiconformal selfmappings of the closed unit dise with invariant boundary points.
Hère under a g-quasiconformal mapping of the closure D of a domain bounded by

disjoint Jordan curves (in particular by one Jordan curve) we mean any homeomorphism which is, when restricted to intZ>, a Ô-quasiconformal mapping. The
class in question, which will be denoted by FQ, is very natural from a variational point
of view and plays an important rôle in the Teichmuller theory of extremal quasiconformal
mappings. This class was introduced and first investigated by Teichmuller [7].
In [6] Reich and Strebel proved the following two theorems:

THEOREM A. Suppose that 0 is holomorphic in the open unit dise,
at zjfj=l, 2,... (we do not exclude the case where &'(z)^0, \z\<l),

'(QdÇdti

11} '(0*-C
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Then the homeomorphic selfmapping
(cf. e.g. [1], p. 204) by the conditions

the closed unit dise, uniquely determined

(4)

andf{sk,t)=sk,

\sk\

\, k=l,2,3,

andsatisfies the relations f(zp
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t)=Zj,j=l,2,..., and
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Moreover,
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THEOREM B. Under the hypothèses ofTheorem A with

t^XjlM

the function
appearing in that theorem is uniquely determined as a solution w=f(z91) of the

differential équation

rôztàz/

ç>(w,

conditionf(z, 0)=z, |z|< 1,

(i

0

- t2)'1 «fw(w, 0/^w(*>, 0.

(8)

Dénote by Fq the subclass of FQ consisting of functions satisfying the hypothèses
of Theorem A with f < (Q — l)/(g +1). It is easily seen that in Theorem B the classes
Fq are restricted to Q<3. This restriction, however, can be rejected and we hâve
(cf. [4])

THEOREM C. The conclusion of Theorem B is validfor 0^t< 1.
In this paper we obtain an analogue of Theorem C in the case of annuli, which is
itself a counterpart of the gênerai parametrization theorems established by the présent
author [2, 3]. The paper is concluded by some suggestions concerning further generalizations of this resuit.
1. Formulation

of the Main Resuit

Our main resuit may be formulated as follows:

THEOREM

¥17)

#'(z)

where

i
i

0<r<l.

1.

Suppose that the hypothèses

for

of Theorem A

are fulfilled and that

r"«|2|<,»-, ,-1.2

Then thefollowing statements hold:

(9,
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(i) The differential équation

J{ "L C
2, JJ

a.)

V

6y (8), /*a.s a unique solution Q R(t), 0<f<l, subject to the initial
condition R(0) r.
(iii) The homeomorphic mapping
of the annulus {z:r^|z|<l} onto
{w:l**(f)<M<l}, uniquely determined (cf. [2], p. 26) by the conditions (4) and
f(s0, t)=s0, \s\ l (for ans0), 0<*<l, is the restriction of a mapping of the class
to the annulus {z:r^\z\^l}, and satisfies the relations
FQ(t), Q(t)
fjzj91) Zj provided \zs\ ^ r, 1, 2,..., and (5). Moreover, R* (t) R (t), 0 ^ t < 1.
(iii) Relation (6) holdsfor \w\ l andw=zp \zj\^r,j=l, 2,...
(iv) The function is uniquely determined as a solution w=f(z91) ofthe differential
équation
cp

ïj g/ve/ï

f

(l+t)/(l-t),

j

f

I!
v=i
with the initial conditionf(z, 0) z, r < |z|< 1, w/zere i£2v (r) [i? (t)Yvand(p isgiven by (8).
In order to prove Theorem 1 we cannot apply our parametrization theorems for
annuli established in [2, 3] since in the case of annuli we hâve no counterpart of
Theorem A and we leave this problem open (cf. the conjecture in Section 5). Thus we
will utilize Theorems A and C, and some of our results for annuli which do not require
any generalization of Theorem A.
For more clearness we divide our proof into parts corresponding to the statements
posed in Theorem 1. We always assume that the hypothèses of Theorem A are fulfilled
and that 4> satisfies (9) and (10).
2.

Proof of (i)

It is known

([2], Theorem 6, where in the first line of this theorem "a function"
should be read as "a measurable function" and in the proof, on p. 48, line 15, "rf-^oo
(c>0)" shouldberead as "c-*0+(c<*/)") that if if/ is a measurable function of wand
t, defined for |h>|^1 and 0<t<r, and bounded by \9 then the differential équation
(11) with ç replaced by \j/ has a unique solution q R(T0%\ 0^t<T, subject to the
initial condition R (0) r. In our case, if we put t=Tot, (11) and (8) become
8z

L

JJ QiW2)To<P(C>Tor) + m2)Toq>(pr^y\d^dn

(13)
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and
Tocp(w, Tot)

T0(l

- TiT2yxVw(w9 T0T)/yw(w, Tot),

is holomorphic, in order to assure the existence of a unique
solution q R(Tox) of (13) subject to the initial condition R(0) r, we have to assume
that T0/(l T2, /t2) < \. It is easilys een that we take To, To > 0, sufficiently small, we
can get f, t< 1, arbitrarily close to 1, and this complètes the proof of (i).

respectively. Since

5*

-

if

3. Proof of (ii)

By the theorem on existence and uniqueness of quasiconformal mappings in
doubly connected domains (cf. [2], p. 26), for each /, 0<f<l, there is exactly one
number R*(t), 0<R*(t)<\, and a quasiconformal mapping
of the annulus
{z:r<|z|<l} onto {w:i?*(f)<|w|^l}, determined uniquely by the conditions (4)
and/(^0, t) s0, |^ol= 1 (f°r an ^0)5 0</<l. In order to apply Theorem A let us
continue/into the inner dise {z: \z\ <r) by the formulae

/

(14)
r2v^\z\<r2v-\ v l,2,...5
(15)
R*2v(t)f(z/r2\t) for r2v+1 ^ \z\ < r2\ v=l,2,....
Obviously, we admit/*(z, t)=f(z, t) for r<|z|<l and/*(0, ^) 0. It is easily seen
that/* is the function uniquely determined in Theorem A, so, by this theorem, it
v/z,

t) for

belongs to FQ(t), Q (t)=(1 + t)j{\ — t), and satisfies the relations/ * (zp t) Zpj=l,2...,
and (5), where/is replaced with/*.
In order to complète the proof of (ii) we have to show that R* (t) R (t)9 0 < t < 1.
To this end we apply Theorem 3A of [3]. This theorem asserts among others that if
g maps g(/)-quasiconformally the annulus {z:r^|z|^l} onto {w:i?*(f)^|>v|^l}
so that g(l,t) l, and is generated by the complex dilatation v(z, t) tv(z, T),
O^t^T, then R* is a solution Q R*(t) of the differential équation (11) with the
initial condition R* (0) r, where cp is replaced with x//, given by the formula

In our

case, dénote by

(-2i arg/;1)
«Mw,

0

n* the complex dilatation of f~l. Since fi*

—

fi exp

(cf. e.g. [1], p. 193), then, by (4), we get

- (T/t)n*(w, /)/{l - T2\n*(w, t)\2}

On the other hand, by (5) and holomorphicity of !P, we have

,jrtt) {(ltrlW(w,t)t^(w,t)-]}^

u • (w,

{(i2r1[»r(oy(O]}

¦—

t

Vw(w,t)

«'Ko

(16)
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whence

T(l - T2*2)"1^, t)/Ww(w, t).

il/(w, t)

(17)

For T-+1 — relation (17) reduces to ^ (p9 where 0<f<l and
Finally, by assertion (i), we conclude that R* R, as desired.
4. Proof of

q>

is given by (8).

(iii) and (iv)

Assertion (iii) is an immédiate conséquence of Theorem A, especially formula (6).
We proceed to prove (iv). Let/* be the mapping determined in Theorem A.
Then, by Theorem C, it is a solution of the differential équation (7) with the initial
condition/*(z, 0) z, |z|<l, where q> is given by (8). On the other hand, since $
satisfies (9) and (10), then, by the uniqueness of/* (cf. Theorem A), we get

r2*lz,t) for r2v^

^2v,0
where

for

< r2*"1,

v

r2v+1^|z|<r2\

v

\z\

R(t) is uniquely determined by (4) with/replaced by/*

fore, since, by Theorem

l,2,...,
l,2,...,

A,/* is one-to-one, we hâve

for R2v(t) < \w\ < R2*'1 (t)9
r2v/*-1(w/K2v(0,0 for R2v+1(t)<M<R2v(t),

Consequently, by (16), where /x* is the complex dilatation

«Pw

(W,

t)

(19)

(cf. [2], p. 26). There-

9t)

/*-i(vv,r)

(18)

of/*"1, we

v
v

l,
l,

obtain

W2 LWS (S,

(20)

(21)

Relations (7), (8), (20), and (21) yield
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It can easily be

checked with help of the well known Weierstrass' test that the séries
of integrands in the above formula is uniformly convergent. Since ail intégrais appearing in that formula are continuous with respect to w (cf. e.g. [8], p. 27), then for any w
of {w:R(t)^\w\^l} we can interchange the order of intégration and summation,
and this implies that the function/, defined as the restriction
to {z:r^|z|^l},
is a solution w=f(z, t) of (12) with the initial condition /(z, 0) z, r<|z|^l, as
desired.
Consider now the differential équation (12) with the initial condition/(z, 0) z,
r< |z|< 1, where q> is given by (8). From the first part of the proof of (iv) it follows
is a solution w=/* (z, t) of (7) with the initial condition/* (z, 0) z, \z\ ^ 1,
that
and it satisfies (18) and (19), then the function/, defined as the restriction
to
{z:r^|z|<l}, is a solution w=/(z, t) of (12) with the initial condition/(z, 0)=z,
a solution w=f(z, t) of (12) with the initial
r<|z|<l. On the other hand,
condition/(z,0) z, r<|z|<l, then/*, defined by (14) and (15) with R* R and,
obviously,/* (z, t)=f{z9 t)9 r< \z\ < 1,/* (0, 0 0, is a solution of (7) with the initial
condition/*(z, 0)=z, |z|< 1. Hence, by Theorem C,/* is the restriction of a mapping
of the class FQit)9 6(0—0+ 0/0 ""O» namely/*, to the annulus {z:r<|z|^l}, as
desired. This complètes the proof.

of/*

if/*

of/*

if/is

5. Remarks and Conclusions

The author conjectures that the statements of Theorem 1 remain valid if we
assume that # is defined as a holomorphic function satisfying (2) for r< \z\ < 1 only.
He also conjectures that if we assume (1) for \z\ r as well, we get/(z, /)=\R(t)jr~\z
for \z\ r and (6) for \w\ R(t). Thèse questions are hoped to be answered in a subséquent
paper.
Finally, in the same way as above, we can prove in the case r=0, i.e. in the case of
mappings of Fq with the additional invariant point 0, the following analogue of
Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Suppose that the hypothèses of Theorem A arefulfilled and that (1)
holds also for z=0. Then the following statements hold.
(i) The homeomorphic selfmapping of the closed unit dise, uniquely determined (cf.
e.g. [1], p. 204) by the conditions (4) andf(s09 t)=s0, \so\ 1 (for an ^o), andf(0, t)

=0, 0</<l, belongs to FQ(t), Q(t)= (l + t)l(l-t), and satisfies the relations f(zp t)
=zi?j =1,2,..., and (5).
(ii) Relation (6) holds for \w\ l9 w=09 andw=zj9j= 1,2,...
(iii) The function fis uniquely determined as a solution w= f(z91) ofthe differential
équation (7) with the initial condition (z9 0)=z, \z\ < 1, where q> is given by (8).

f
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